Coach Gallagher has a wealth of talent at his disposal — both in terms of strength and strategy — and a man short, Fernald charged the twaist in most of the period gone and made the Terriers into a strictly defensive territory as the Arnold-Hart-Gillen pretti- even. B.U.'s Fernald-Crow- 

The Harvard squash team met against Huntington School in our Hangar Gym with two games scheduled for tonight. The Beaver quintet went down, 61-31, of unknown strength from Middle- 

The Beaver youngsters fared slightly better than the varsity, however, and did not again counter attacked and drop from the deep defense zone of B.U. was the sole difference be- 

To Start Tonight

The varsity matmen have not as yet been chosen, and tryouts for the next season will start tomorrow at 4:00 P.M. according to Coach Jarosh, the coaching staff claims that the freshman turnout is expected of our freshman team, but you enjoy the 

Grapplers Face Crimson On Sat.

In Opening Contest
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